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SUBJECT
Advanced technologies for the construction of interior space in architecture

The metro is the most used transportation system in the city, having 
a flow with the majority of the local and the international population 
when visiting Barcelona. Right now, the underground city in Barce-
lona is being a  f orgotten i nterior space, it does not r eceive t he 
architectural importance they deserve and it does not communicate 
the essence of the city. As we found an artistic, creative and innova-
tive city in the upperground, we get an old, forgotten and careless 
ambiance in the underground that does not meet the expectations 
nor the citizens or the visitors as a meeting space.

The complexity of our society its manifesting within the com-
plexity treasured in the interior space and, when we dont have 
the solutions to face it, we resorted into innovation and tech-
nologies

http://www.upc.edu/
http://etsab.upc.edu/


New buildings

New buildings New interiors

             New            interiorsNew needs

In most of the big cities of the world there is an underground trans-
portation system, just as there are cars, roads, buildings and street 
lighting. As the city has grown, so the density of its buildings has 
increased dramatically, being a common transport infrastructure 
that at times was buried and at times elevated, its main purpose 
was to create another level of communication not space to interact 
with existing levels.

To analyze this complex system of transport, we must go back or 
make reference to its beginnings, there in the years 1843 in the city 
of London when the English Charles Pearson proposed to make 
underground connections with iron lines to improve the system of 
transport of its city, This innovative fact had great acceptance in the 
society of the time. The model was taken by the city of New York 
where the second underground of the world would be realized and 
where this system would not stop growing and become complex 
until arriving at the city of the future. However, for a city to grow, 
and to keep its trading heart alive, it must provide the means for 
people to move from one place to another quickly. At this moment 
the only way to solve the traffic congestion, to reduce the pollution 
of CO2 created by motor trnasport in the cities is by the construc-
tion of masses-movement underground transport.

Transportation has evolved in all its aspects, from the construction 
and excavation systems, the advance and innovation in the interior 
design of its space, the development of the technique used, the 
constant improvement of its wagons, etc.

It is in this transportation system, where modern societies spend 
much of their day to go from one place to another, technologies 
change and architecture must adapt them to the needs of users by 
providing solutions to their demands. These technologies differ 
clearly from those used in the terrestrial or air field, each stratum 
with the respective parameters, consequences, difficulties or facili-
ties, shape the design and determinate appropiate constructive 
solutions within the interior space.

Advanced air renewal systems, humidity controllers, efficient ligh-
ting, signage, water control, temperature, wind flows and acoustics 
are just one of the several aspects we are working with, in the 
presantations.

New buildings New interiors

             New            interiors New challenges New techniques



New challenges New techniques

Historically the interior space of an underground transport has been 
in general the result of the structure generated by the manufacture 
and not the result of a process of design that guarantees the com-
fort and the fulfillment of the needs of the society at that moment, 
where new problems are solved with innovative ideas.

Today, thanks to advances in technology, hyper connectivity, long 
distances to go from one place to another, the need to be efficient, 
the has led the designers to think of the interior spaces as pleasant 
places, which guarantee and, above all, satisfy the demands of the 
user. This, in Barcelona has stayed a bit in time, since, we have an 
efficient transport service but that clearly has not been designed 
and conceived as what should be "an experience of senses and 
sensations that invites users everytime more to experiment and use 
this means of communication. "

It often happens when designing an underground rail system that 
the design facilities are almost completely independent, they are 
missing a link with each other, thus generating spaces that do not 
convene and behave as a mere space of pedestrian traffic. We must 
achieve pleasant and functional spaces.

New buildings              New            interiorsNew needs

New challenges New techniques

There is a clear relationship between architecture and technologies, 
they go hand in hand and in these times depend on each other.

Of course, its evolution did not always take place at the same time, 
so the technology with its innovations and discoveries accelerates 
the different processes of construction and application in the field 
of architecture, reducing costs, providing new and practical solu-
tions and reduce the workforce. A great amount of benefits that faci-
litate methods and constructive processes. Another great contribu-
tion of part of the technology has to do with the generation of com-
fort in the architectural spaces and especially in the interiors, since, 
it can be found from the most basic applications such as a traditio-
nal system of lighting to complex computer systems That depen-
ding on your state of mind capture and process that information to 
generate different types and qualities of sounds and lighting, thus 
giving new solutions to new needs and demands of society.
This is how we see that this relationship complements one another 
by providing solutions and contributing questions for the future.

             New            interiors New challenges New techniques



Advanced Technologies for the 
construction of interior space in 

Architecture

Underground City of Barcelona

2016 / 2017 - Spring Semester

One of the purpose of the class was make conscious of the 
importance of the architectural interior spaces and the diffi-
culties and adversities we have when we design in the 
largest building the city has and this, being underground. in 
the other hand his constant mutation to express and behave 
in the same way the city does. Conceptionless building in 
constant expansion.

The analysis of the Underground city was separated in 6 
topics, 3 pairs of constructive topics and 3 roles, The aiming 
was pairing them to have related aproaches and solutions 
that can expand beyond a singular problem.

To perform the analysis, the class was divided into 10 groups 
(One for each Line) of 3 students, so that each could expe-
rience a different roll in each topic.

First, we needed to have a global understanding of the 
underground so each group had to selection and explain to 
the class an important book related to the underground in 
architectural  or functional matter.

Troughout the course, the profesor provide us with master 
classes aspects construction in the interior space. Important 
subjects that we need to take in mind and understand in the 
process of the roles and circustances we took.

Classroom subjects

Electricity
Ramps and Stairs

Plinth
Doors and Openings

Lining Wall
Impermeability in Interior Space

Fixations
Ceiling System

Stretch Ceiling System
Illumination And Ceiling

TOPICS

Pavements and Climate
Walls and Acoustics
Celings and Lightning

ROLES

Observer
Designer

Constructor
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Daniel Shephard

Profesor

Joan Lluis Zamora

https://lita.upc.edu/es/personal-1/titulares/joan-lluis-zamora-i-mestre


VISIT TO THE UNDERGROUND

Fonería Metro Station

In a more practical point of view, other than visiting the regular use of the underground, the class was invited to visit a cons-
truction process of one extension of the lines in the underground. This way we see the previous phase where all the techni-
cal details have to be review and solved. We can feel the ambiance, get behind scenes.

The visit was made on April 24 to the extension of a line under construction of the L9 metro in Barcelona, where the main 
learning was how to establish an order and proper functioning to mainly ensure accessibility and safety of the user being in 
a line that is mainly all at -40mts from ground level. This station has a platform in the upper tunnel and another in the lower 
tunnel, both sectorized. Every 250 meters there are stairs that connect the lower and upper tunnel for evacuation in case of 
any emergency, in this way, there will always be a vertical circulation free of any danger, making it safer.

In this station the rails are 40 meters deep and therefore requires an important link between lobby and platforms. The well 
on the surface is relatively small which makes it quite easy to perform in a city as dense as Barcelona, where the capacity 
of free land is low.

For stations like this, there are two ways of interconnecting the lobby with the platforms. The first method is by means of 
escalators, however taking into account that they are 40 meters downhill, it becomes very inconvenient for users the exten-
sive route and prefer the second option. This would be a core of high capacity lifts to carry 30 people.

UPC
Polythecnic University of Catalonia
Public institution of research and higher education, specialized in the fields 
of architecture, science and engineering.

ETSAB
Technical Superior School of Architecture of Barcelona

MBARCH
Master's Degree in Advanced Studies in Architecture-Barcelona
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Advanced Technologies for the construction of interior space in Architecture



RELEVANT FACTS

Longer subway line: 

With more than 1000 kilometers 
of roads in service, the New York 
subway, opened in 1904, is the 
longest subway network in the 
world. Through it millions of 
people travel daily.

Last Underground under cons-
truction: 

The Tokyo Metropolitan Govern-
ment has announced plans to 
build two subway lines, to be 
completed after the 2020 Olym-
pic Games to be held in the city.

Biggest underground in Europe:

The London underground is the 
largest underground complex in 
Europe.

First underground in the world:

Bishop´s Road, paddington- 
western terminus of the Metropli-
tan Railway in 1863, London.

Most Fluent Underground: 

The metro that supports a greater 
human flow is the metro of 
Moscow, with about 2.6 million 
passengers per day.

Shorter underground line:

The Carmelit in Haifa, Israel has 
only six stations, is a funicular on 
single-track underground tires, 
with a short two-way section, to 
allow two trains to run through 
stations in a 1800-meter tunnel, 
The shortest metro in the world. 
The operation is fully automated 
and controlled through a central 
computer.

the most expansive subway in the 
world: 

The New York subway is one of 
the most expnsive in the world. It 
has grown from 28 stations in 
1904 to the current 462.
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L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

Hamburg
Train

Station

Crossrail
Elizabeth Line

Crossrail
Elizabeth Line

L7

L9

L10

L11

Each group analyzed a self-interested book 
with the purpose of understand, in a global 
way the subject of the railway network around 
the world, the history, the concepts, the pro-
blems, consequences or designing issues 
and tricks.

The final idea was to realize that there is a 
theory behind the subway, there are concepts 
already known and some still to be known. 
Not just a functional transport and a nice 
interior design, it goes beyond. The books 
show different ideas and concepts that we 
sought to achieve and also open our minds in 
a sea of possibilities, a general knowledge of 
the underground world and its characteristic.

The needs, the comfort, the accessibility and 
the perception of the senses within the space.

This is a subject yet to be explored and un-
derstand so that we can appropriate it and let 
it grow and expand.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvTDhxRjFyai1mQjA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvT2pjX2JiYWhabW8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvWm81M1EzcHhPalU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvSi1ub3dWU0s0dkU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvTGgyNXhaN0poejg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvWXBLbEFVbVg4cFE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvVm9oZnRHVkdDSXc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvS0ZsMWJ6NFZqR2s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvLURDYms0ZVE1Vm8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvcmRUZXlzY2pIOHM


METRO INTERIOR SPACES

ENTRANCE ACCESS HALL CONECTIVITY PLATFORMS
As we do in any project we need to understand the func-
tionality and the behavior of each space according to the 
corresponding interior architecture. The same way we un-
derstand a living room and a kitchen inside a house we 
have to do so in the metro stations. It is fundamental for 
the observer, the designer and the constructor to have in 
mind the corresponding areas not only by being there.



1

A self-oriented space with access of the platfor-
ms. It is the only inside and outside space having 
direct connection with the upperground level, 
being affected by weather, light, sound

It should be recognize from distance. 

COMPLICATIONS
Opposit flows

PEDESTRIAN FLOW SPEED
Fast

Stay Time
Very Short

ENTRANCE 2

A self-oriented space with access of the plat-
forms. Direct connection to the next phase. 
There are no interrumptions and its necessary 
a good and clear signage and general infor-
mation as well as the ticket machines

COMPLICATIONS
Orienting and wrong desicions due to 
bad signaling

PEDESTRIAN FLOW SPEED
Medium

STAY TIME
Short

ACCESS HALL



3

It is the linked space between the Access Hall and the 
platforms offering mechanical or regular stairs, lifts 
and ramps.

It is the most important place to have a simple and 
explicit guidance information

COMPLICATIONS
Pedestrian density with high risk of accidents. 
Architectural barriers

PEDESTRIAN FLOW SPEED
Fast

STAY TIME
Very short

CONNECTIVITY 4

It is the linked space between the Access Hall and the platforms 
offering mechanical or regular stairs, lifts and ramps.

It is the most important place to have a simple and explicit gui-
dance information

COMPLICATIONS
Free access to the railways. Load and unloading the 
wagon

PEDESTRIAN FLOW SPEED
Departure: SLOW
Arriving: FAST

STAY TIME
Departure: MEDIUM-LONG (1-6min)

Arriving: VERY SHORT
PLATFORMS



The students analyzed the approach to determinate the different fazes of the 
station in a way that they can approach to determinate the behavior of the pe-
destrian depending on the corresponding space they are passing by to a 
proper analysis of the behavior of the pedestrian

The main problem in the interior space is the maintenance and accelerated 
evolution. First of all, the highlight of the topic rely on a forgotten surface of 
Barcelona. The long term durability of the materials and the dirty they accu-
mulate by their textures and joints are one of the main problems we have.
             
Is responsible for identifying and understanding the positive and negative 
aspects from a constructive architectural perspective

Its responsable for identifying and understanding the positive and negative 
aspects, based on a constructive-architectural perspective

OBSERVER

Shorter underground line:

The Carmelit in Haifa, Israel has 
only six stations, is a funicular on 
single-track underground tires, 
with a short two-way section, to 
allow two trains to run through 
stations in a 1800-meter tunnel, 
The shortest metro in the world. 
The operation is fully automated 
and controlled through a central 
computer.

the most expansive subway in the 
world: 

The New York subway is one of 
the most expnsive in the world. It 
has grown from 28 stations in 
1904 to the current 462.

Pavements and Climate          

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

Walls and Acoustic

Ceilings and Lightning

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvaDNwUC1HVVAtTDA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvcUVUbWtQUzI2bFE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvRHM5ZlJPM2VCV1k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvNGJEUW93UkxBcG8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvVWw4eEYwYmFVZEU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvVUl0ci1TcTRVVW8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvSkJDdndRZXJ2STQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvaktvYndUSENPS28
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvN1FZZm1RVThPXzQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQveXktaTNfUklkNkU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvMUYwYi0wZEwta2c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvRGozQWw4aVJ2QnM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvSU9mZ3NSQ0hubDg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvQVVLazFKMTQtSnc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvRmtVczVZMDNwVzA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvZmFwenZ5czhDZ2M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvMTZ0d3RDUk15WGM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvU1ZaN0gwajBMODA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvVGNENzFuRkhnY3c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvOURkN2FEVmZrYW8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvSlBTNXE2V3JzOHc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvSDNmTnB5ZWY1WEE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvc0R0SVF5WlhhOFE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvSDl2MTU5RDRseTA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvQlhrQVloNkZNbzA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvb0NmcEsxZDVrSkk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvV0VCRFBPblpnckE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvYWZreUNFSHVpQmM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvano2WFNhT1ZqNjg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvdUl6OUMzUENqc1E


Pavements
The forgotten 

surfaces of the 
careless 

underground city 
of Barcelona

The pavements was the first topic, 
and the analyzis made us realize, 
first, the huge importance and lack 
of use we were giving to the pave-
ments, and second, all the inconvi-
nience we have been living in our 
daily lives and not taking in mind 
about the problems in the under-
ground system transportation and 

not only in specific stations.

When determining the problems 
there was a good approach about 
what we need other than what we 
have; having that on mind we un-
derstand what we have, what we are 

missing and what we need.
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Poor constructive solutions 

 
Poor maintenance creating leaks and 

stains

Weak solutions that eventually leads to 
more problems.

Not appropiate surface for
 the ussage of podotactil or wheels

Uneven hights to access the metro

Details that affect the salubrity
of the space
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6

Obstacles 

Uncertain Podotactil
Path

7
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Walls

Its time to 
catch-up

with technologies.

There are too many critics and a 
lack of technologies ussage, the 
consequence is a satturation of 
functions-demmand that, without 
technologies we wont be solving 
them. It means that walls are 

behind the spectations.

They show the lack of design and 
interest that the city puts in the un-
derground, they don’t interact with 
the user, they are boring and con-

fusing
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5
5mt space, 4 different materials. 

Design without harmony

 
 A wall over another wall only for adverti-

sing

Inconclusive hallways that leads to 
nothing

Furniture hanging and not integrated in 
the wall

Surfaces that accumulate dirt 

 No hierarchy in the distribution between 
whats adversiting, signage and emergen-

cy signal
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Ceilings

Is there any 
ceiling over 

there?

When we enter the subway typica-
lly we never look up, there is no sky 
or natural light, only a false ceiling 
made of grids that (sometimes) 

houses and hide the services.

 Seems like the city don’t take them 
as a part of the interior architecture 
while other undergrounds designs 
took it as a part of a system in the 
function and concept of the habita-
ble space and, as a result they 
unify the space, the design and the 

user

The ceilings are particularly diffe-
rent because normally, you don’t 
access to them with your hands but 
we do with our sight and free of 

obstacles.
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A sequence of distributed pipes that 
enclosure the the elements so that the 

contrast hide whats behind

 
There is a lack of design in the roof, the 
lightning  is not integrated with the sou-

rroundings

Lack of creativity and organization to hide 
what is visible and it shouldnt, or at leats 

not the way they do

Spaces that could be seized. there is 
nothing relevant in the ceilings of the 

wagon

Ceiling as a leftover space, no
design and boring results
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5



Climate

Where is
the climate?

Humidity and Temperature w ere the 2  m ore used 
factors (sometimes the only ones) that  the students 
use to understand the climate behaviour but there is 
a salubrity factor, the renewed air, the CO2 and the 
implemantation of elements w ith t he c apacity o f 
purify or prevent the contamination.

For understanding the climate we need to unders-
tand how it behave in the different hours of the day 
and with at least 2 test per sample. In the other hand, 
the wind flows in entrances are highly noticed but 
were left behind.

For further studies, it will be an advantage to have 
not only the insidie conditions but the outside too 
and why not, mix them.

L2 Result Sample



Acoustic

Unconcious
acoustic The pedestrians are currently 

adapting to a noise pollution am-
bience without taking it in mind 
and not realising the possibility 

of having a quiet space.

The designs in the interior archi-
tecture in the underground are 
not taking care of the noise pro-
duced by the trains, by one hand 
there are almost no reflective 
materials so the user noise its 
not making it worse but in the 
other hand there is no ussage of 
any sound-proof material or 

technique

Leftover space ideal for 
acoustic use

Elements that produces noise 
pollution



Lightning

Infinite possibilities 
but, ¿One solution?

Almost all the stations in the un-
derground seems to have the same 
lightning solution.

The behaviour of the user change 
depending of the light. The direc-
tion, the temperature, the position, 
the material where is reflected  and 
the composition with the ambiance 
and also, the natural light.

In the underground the whole 
architecture space depends on 
light defining  how will it be shown



The role its to produce creations that enhance the space. Find ideal ways to 
solve the problems found by the Observer

Once we acknowledge the problems we know what we need to do. DESIGN!

DESIGNER
Pavements and Climate          

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

Walls and Acoustic

Ceilings and Lightning

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvaldKd3d6UEpqaDA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvTEpVUmt3UC1Tc3M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvcEE0Ql9wemFaSm8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvRUdKT3VocFhTRVU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvZ0VhTHliYm1rTU0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvdXhjc0loYlQyczA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvVXoySTQyU25jQVU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvUm5pa1ljMmZFTEk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvZERQUUdCV0ZsUU0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvTTJKTlNWNm1LNFk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvSWVNX1FKNEVpaWc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvNklleFd4NFNCYmc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQva1VRRkstcUJkUFk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvekw3LXNFcjZQZDg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQva25zT3NxVHQ0Yjg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvTmI4Q3U4RURiR2s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxww3JvnZbQvakZmcVNpRHA0bkk
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Shopping List

Pavements

The proposal of the designers finished as a catalogue of products and not personal creations, 
designs to apply within the specification of the metro stations

Technologies and products which you choose according to your needs, sometimes it can 
overwhelm the process of creation. They are functional, innovative, beautiful and efficiency 
but it is just like buying a product and not creating or designing it. Installing a product its not 
enough, it should be part of a whole, so even when choosing innovative product, support it 
with a whole set.

Its important to not wrap inside the boundaries of reality. Design. Then you'll see how to 
make it possible. Choosing products just limit your possibilities.

Excessively repetitive pavements on the platforms, poor differentiation with the edge pave-
ments of the platforms, on the stairs is the same, where nothing is remarked or noted diffe-
rently.

Good look at using Pavegen floors that generate energy when being stepped on and can be 
reused in wi-fi systems, light, battery chargers, etc.



These were some of the product purpose by the groups

Ideas were comming from catalogue, repe-
titive and lacking of creation or appliance 
into a particular space or area of the under-
ground in a way that we create with the de-
terminants of the needs of the pedestrian in 
an specific area
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This charts show the different aspects involved in the 
corresponding topic and how the groups approached 

to each of them according to their creation proposal

Positive solution

Negative solution

No solutions involved

Within the solutions proposed by the
groups, we see the accessibility of the 
space as the main target, specifically with 
the podotactil elements, but at the same 
time there were solutions such as pavegen 
that makes obstacles to the user being a 
push able floor and not a static and solid 
pavement

In the other hand we can see how basic
topics such as the sound, the recycle of the
materials or the obstacles we have in the
underground are not taking part of the solu-
tions. Not being cautious entails to negati-
ve aspects we unconsciously make when 
proposing new solutions



Walls

Limitless
Walls

We understand a wall as the limit of space or as a structural item, 
within, there are windows and doors. Now, in the subway, they have 
new usages, the need to be usefull not only for the architecture but 
for the user needs and commoditys as well

There has been a correct analysis, but not much has been said about 
what happens on walls such as the one seen when the train is not 
(great possibility of innovating in a space not very attractive and stu-
died)

One could have talked more about tactile walls and informative pro-
jection (which will be the new modes of communication of the 
future)

There is no mention of treatment in corridors, stairs, elevators.

New coatings could be proposed to achieve holistic design ideas and 
ideas.



These images are not intellectual property of UPC students, They are not our property. They were taken from the 
internet to reference and give examples of a certain idea.
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Alive walls.
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This charts show the different aspects involved in the 
corresponding topic and how the groups approached 

to each of them according to their creation proposal

Positive solution

Negative solution

No solutions involved

We reduce the number of unsatisfactory 
results (since they do not adapt to the 
expectations of citizens who travel, who are 
of different age, sex, religion, etc.) and pro-
pose new solutions. 

The design process was more interactive, 
there were different and broader solutions 
for a variety of aspects to deal with very im-
portant issues such as flexibility of design 
within space, mutability to adapt to con-
temporary issues and signaling and design 
communication inherit with the user makes 
a good response of how we are adapting to 
the consequences we face in the subway.



Ceilings

Yes, even if 
there's no 

ceiling, there is a 
ceiling

From our point of view we think that there have been many examples 
that show very well the problems of design of the ceilings, they have 
been exemplified proposing new materials, covering finishes, 
showing changes in the spatial perception thanks to the combina-
tion of the design of the ceilings and the lighting, various design 
proposals, etc.

But a small general error was not to look too much the tunnel of the 
meter and the interior of the same, this would have finished closing 
an analysis that in itself is very encompassing.

The uniqueness we find in the ceiling is that, no matter how crowdie 
the underground is, it will always be visible and free to the sight, so,

¿what should we do with it?

¿Is the ceiling for lightning or to be lighted?
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Light-interactive grid that reflects a 
blur luminosity as well as hiding the 

services beneath.

 
Versatility and creativity with the 

technologies, Ceiling as big screens 
to show information, advertising or 

signage

Mix of materials to conceive a whole   
design that merges led and textiles

Opennings in the ceiling for the natural 
light and a relation with the upperground.

How to feel outside while being inside

Inflatable roof? Yes!
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This charts show the different aspects involved in the 
corresponding topic and how the groups approached 

to each of them according to their creation proposal

Positive solution

Negative solution

No solutions involved

We understand a wall as the limit of space or as a structural item, 
within, there are windows and doors. Now, in the subway, they have 
new usages, the need to be usefull not only for the architecture but 
for the user needs and commoditys as well

There has been a correct analysis, but not much has been said about 
what happens on walls such as the one seen when the train is not 
(great possibility of innovating in a space not very attractive and stu-
died)

One could have talked more about tactile walls and informative pro-
jection (which will be the new modes of communication of the 
future)

There is no mention of treatment in corridors, stairs, elevators.

New coatings could be proposed to achieve holistic design ideas and 
ideas.

In this fase we got where we wanted to be, 
every group had a design with well unders-
tanding ideas of the opportunities, the 
spaces we work with and taking in count the 
adversities.

We have new ways to apply the materials 
and technologies in a way they not only 
solve one aspect but several at a time.



Climate

We can recreate the 
exterior or create a 

new climate

There was a lack of depth on the 
subject of innovation in this matter 
of climate, but we do not want to 
leave without mention some 
groups that looked at the problem 
from another angle and proposed 
the integration of space with vege-
tation, which in itself is a natural 
regulator of Temperature and air 

purifier.

instead of talked about renovation, 
sensory acclimatization, cleanli-
ness, smell, etc.It is tried to achie-
ve a thermal comfort under the 
floor by adding new climate produ-

cers.

Proposal of the New York subway, 
to generate green redirecting the 
light of the exterior and with fluo-

rescent lamps.

Delancey Unerground, New York.



Acoustic

Sound instead 
of noise

Good development of the catalog of pro-
ducts of different types of materials (po-
rous, absorbent, acoustic plates, absorbent 
fabrics, etc.) that collaborate in the acous-
tics and in turn improve the aesthetics of 
the walls, providing various shapes and 
colors, which are generally have been pre-
sented in the form of removable and  perfo-

rated plates.

The most critical points are seen in corri-
dors, elevators, joints, corners and edges, 
in the search for innovative acoustic me-
thods and especially in proposals that pose 

somewhat complex application systems.
Variety of acoustic solutions propo-
sed by the groups

What we have.



Lightning

Lightning

Good solutions of lighting in gene-
ral, covering complex points such 
as those of transitioning users from 
one station to another, innovative 
concepts of quality and generation 
of luminous sensations, use of 
innovative technologies and good 
concept of a general design.

We would have liked to see a bit 
more of natural light proposals, 
maybe not direct but guiding the 
natural light to the interior, to avoid 
that feeling of permanent closure in 
the experiences on the subway.

Current lighting systems

Different proposals that show generalized 
lighting and in large areas through reflecti-
ve panels and specific lighting systems



The construction process its always adapting depending on the site and their 
circumstances. We underestimate the difficulties and the work conditions; No 
natural light, wind flows, restricted access, floods, the limits of the opening 
hours, the use of the machinery, the tunnels and transportation. The condi-
tions changed and so is the process

The standardization starts to take a fundamental value when it comes to 
streamming the proccess and especially when it comes to maintenance

We are used to build in spaces understood as positive(convex), now, we are 
creating inside a negative(concave) space.

CONSTRUCTOR
Besides making reality the desicions of the creator, the constructor have to 
create the way the construction process evolve and carry out besides all the  

contingencies.

Pavements and Climate          

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

Walls and Acoustic

Ceilings and Lightning

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L9 L10 L11
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Pavements

Installing
or

Constructing

The constructing phase its wider 
than the instalation for the mere 
material or product. It means the 
machinery, the available hours of 
work, the functionality of the 
subway, the rubble, the sub-pro-

duct , etc... 
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Damages drainage. 

Obstacle

Air freshners with easy installation and 
good efficency

Solutions for the temporary floors during 
working process with easy and fast insta-

llation

CO2 sensor for temperature and humidity. 
Provides a better controll and confort

Natural implement to controll temperature 
and humidity in the underground

 enviroment
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Walls

Yes, we need to 
design the 

execution and 
constructive 

phases

When we were suposed to unders-
tand the building process of the 
pavements as well as the walls, the 
results were focused on the insta-
llation of the product and not the 

rest of the construction process.

We got stucked in designing or 
proposing new elements and not 

the way we construct them

There are limits, there will always 
be limits. Lets adapt to them and 

take advantage of it
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3
1 Proposal of modular panles with easy 

installation and more focused on the 
acoustic of the space

 
An integral proposal that unifies a lot of 

solutiony within the wall

Benefits of thinking in the appro-
piate finishes in a wall.

Proposal of 3D projections without 
making an obstacle in the usefull 

space

Screen-walls the provides interac-
tivity with the user, information, 

guidance and advertising

Recycled materials to provide 
design and acoustic sollutions.
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Art in any kind 
of expression

3D sensorial facade
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Ceilings

The whole space

The vast majority of the groups 
showed panel systems and assem-
bly and dismantling modules, 
which seems correct, but little 
innovation was observed in terms 
of construction processes that still 
require less labor, to speed time 
and cost in the Building process.
The circulation area, stairway cei-
lings, subway lifts are construction 
options, which have not been ad-
dressed by the vast majority of the 
course. Only one group shows 
different options, we consider that 
it is an area full of possibilities of 
innovation.
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By redistribute the existing elements as 
lightining we change the confort and 

timming of the user

 
Creation of an element that plays with the 

shadows in the interior space.

The implementation of textils as a change 
of materiality and new ways of sound 

absorsion

What if we illuminate the inside of the 
subway tunnel?

-Advertising? Light Entertainment?

Open the ceilings to let natural light to 
enter the underground space creating 

better atmosphere

Infinity of ways to play with lightning, 
direction, temperature of light and mate-

riality
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Climate

Lets create the
climate

Mechanical systems of refrigeration and air exchange

Medium-complexity composite air and moisture 
filtration systems when assembled

Most of the works emphasize the 
use and assembly of systems of 
mechanical ventilation and treat-
ment of humidity. It was  in this 
area where less design proposals 
were made.

The key is achieving the synergie 
between elements, the way one so-
lution helps with other problems, 
looking at the underground as a 
system rather than just solving 
each on of them separately.



Acoustic

We can hear
the problem

The relevant aspect in this point 
was the propper appliance of a 
good material selection when de-
signing.

The co-working between design 
and technique is crutial in this sub-
ject, the aproppiate use of both 
aspects its key to solve several de-
mands at a time and thats what we 
achieve while constructing the 
walls.



Lightning

LEDghtning

It is observed a variety of catalog 
LED lights. Proposals were basica-
lly made using LED with a variaty of 
uses

They consume and demand less 
energy and offer a high durability, 
easy replacement and assembly.

From there it could have been 
shown panels of larger size that 
provided the same illumination, 
but that were simpler to replace in 
case of being necessary.

Existing lighting systems, sight installations.

Lighting systems that encompass greater area, are of 
simple assembly, easy maintenance and low con-

sumption.



The underground is a parallel world , the conditions change but the 
facts are the same, addaptability, dissassemble, efficiency in the 
constructive phase. We are building inside a building, we are making 
an insideout architecture

At the end of the full analizys we get to see the evolution and improve-
ment of each role, we understood and detect the failures and weak-
ness,the problems that were sorrounding us.

The Design process is free, everyone has its own way but when we 
have the same limitations its when we understand the way in which we 
have to embrace and solve the problems that exist and those that are 
to come. Technologies are taking up on us, and once we learn how to 
design with them, we will get the results we wanted

Conclusions
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